A cooperative transition from the semi-flexible to the flexible regime of polymer elasticity: Mitoxantrone-induced DNA condensation.
We report a high cooperative transition from the semi-flexible to the flexible regime of polymer elasticity during the interaction of the DNA molecule with the chemotherapeutic drug Mitoxantrone (MTX). By using single molecule force spectroscopy, we show that the force-extension curves of the DNA-MTX complexes deviate from the typical worm-like chain behavior as the MTX concentration in the sample increases, becoming straight lines for sufficiently high drug concentrations. The behavior of the radius of gyration of the complexes as a function of the bound MTX concentration was used to quantitatively investigate the cooperativity of the condensation process. The present methodology can be promptly applied to other ligands that condense the DNA molecule upon binding, opening new possibilities in the investigation of this type of process and, more generally, in the investigation of phase transitions in polymer physics.